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JOHN I . ANDERSON . son of the owner . Mailers Service
Company, 225 Magazine Street, was show a a photograph of LEE H.
OSWALD taken by the New Orleans Police Department on August 9,
1963, and identified OS17ALD as the individual who came to
ANDERSON's company on June 3, 1963, and ordered 500 offset
printed copies of an application form .
ANDERSON does not remember whether the original layout
ANDERSON said he has not
was printed, typed or handwritten .
retained the original layout which OSWALD brought in and does
not know what happened to it .
ANDERSON said the name he wrote on the bill for
' :c said he could not remember whether
OSWALD was LEE OSHORf :'
this was the name give . Lo him by OSWALD or whether when given
the name he misunderstood and wrote OSBORNE instead of OSWALD .
has
. sent to him by Mr . GLYNN
ANDERSON said OSWALD had
A. YOUNG of Direct Mail Enterprises, Snc ., 424 Gravier Street .
He said that apparently YOUNG sent OSWALD to him as his company
was too busy at the time to handle the order .
ANDERSON said that at the time OSWALD came into his
shop, ANDERSON' s mother and father were on vacation. i n Miami,
Florida, and he had oo one to type up the paper master copy for
this printing job so he took it to Mr . GLYNN A . YOUNG of Direct
Mail Enterprises, Inc., who had one of his girls type it up and
then the printing job was done at Mailers Service Company .
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up, he remembers OSOALD was not satisfied with the job as he
had wanted it on card type paper rather than the thick paper
used .
ANDERSON said, however, that OSWALD accepted the 300
He said OSWALD had
copies and paid $3 .50 cash at this time .
not returned to his shop since that time .
ANDERSON said a complete search of the records of
the business turned up no record for this sale and because of
this he could not determine the date OSWALD brought in the
original printed layout for this "membership card," nor could
he determine the date OSUALD picked up the completed order.
ANDERSON said he is fairly certain OSWALD must have come in
either the latter part of June or during July or early August .
ANDERSON said OSWALD did not reorder any more copies
of the application form or the membership card, nor did OSWALD
place any other job orders at his shop .
ANDERSON furnished a printed copy o£ the application
form entitled, "The Fair Play for Cuba Committee, New Orleans,
La ." ANDERSON also furnished the Original layout of the
"membership card" and also furnished a printed copy of this
card .

ANDERSON said the job order for the above order
showed that OSWALD received the printed matter on June 5, 1963 .
He said he recalled OSWALD returned and picked up the package
which he gave to OSWALD and OSWALD paid $9 .34 cash for the order .
ANDERSON said sometime later, date unknown, OSWALD
again came to his company and ordered 300 copies of a 2." x 3J"
card which appeared to be some type of membership card .
ANDERSON had retained the original printed layout for
ANDERSON said that this order
this card given to him by OSWALD .
was typed and run off in his shop and OSWALD returned a couple of
At the time he picked the order
days later to pick this order up .
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A printed copy of the application for membership
form for the Fair Play for Cuba Committee has been forwarded
to the FBI Laboratory for examination.
The original handprinted layout of the membership
card in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, New Orleans Chapter,
and one printed copy of this card has been sent to the FBI
Laboratory for examination .
The following pages contain exact reproductions of
the application for membership form, the handwritten layout
of the membership card and the printed copy of the membership
card .
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To :

The Fair Play for Cuba Committee
New Orleans, La .
I wish to join the Committee.
and dues are $1 .00 a month.

Enclosed is my Initiation Fee of $1 .00

0

I cannot participate as an active member of the Committee, but wish to
become a subscriber to mailings . Enclosed find $5 .00 for one year .

O

I would like to have a more active part in supporting the cause of FPCC .
Enclosed is my contribution for . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Name
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ Zone _ _ . State
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FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE
NEW ORLEANS CHAPTER
Name
Signature
Issued

Chapter President
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